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i. general overview
1.	Introduction
Labor laws are very comprehensive and rule almost every term of the employment relationship. Labor laws
are public policy and therefore, are mandatory. The employer is obliged to grant employees at least what
is provided by labor laws. Therefore, an employer can grant employees benefits on top of what is provided
by those laws, but cannot agree with employees in detriment of what is provided by those laws, nor can an
employee waive any right included in those laws.

2. Key Points
• Argentina labor laws are pro employee, designed
to protect the rights of employees and workers,
by setting rules governing working conditions and
working hours, providing for payment of salaries
during illnesses, setting surcharges on salaries
for overtime, establishing annual vacations, and
requiring the payment of severance compensation
in the event of unfair dismissal (dismissal without
justified cause).
• Argentine labor law is comprised of public order
rules and thus cannot be ruled out, or waived by
any agreement, or applicable law, or jurisdiction
clauses eventually included in any agreements.
Therefore, Argentine labor law will apply -and
labor courts will have jurisdiction- in respect of
any eventual labor court claim filed in respect to
work performed in Argentina.
• Employees are entitled to a 13th salary or statutory
annual bonus, called “aguinaldo” or “sueldo
annual complementario/SAC”. It is payable in two
semi-annual installments, falling due on June 30
and December 18. Each installment is equal to
50% of the highest monthly salary accrued during
the corresponding semester.
• Employers must pay a compulsory life insurance
for all employees.
• The employer can only change the terms and
conditions of the labor employment, provided
that those changes are not unreasonable and do
not either:

• Modify the essential terms of the employment
contract; nor
• Cause material or moral damages to the
employee.

3. Legal Framework
• Labor Laws are federal laws, so the labor terms
and conditions are nationally standardized.
• A general Employment Labor Law 20,744,
complemented by additional laws and any
applicable collective bargain agreement, governs
employment conditions.
• The Health Insurance Act, law No. 23,660 sets
forth the requirements for granting proper health
service to employees and their family.
• Employees’ Pension and Retirement Act, law No.
24,241, establishes the access to public funds for
employees and independent workers who are
eligible to apply for retirement or a pension plan,
retirement for disability and pension coverage in
case of death.
• The Occupational Health and Safety at Work Law
No. 19,587 regulates the conditions of health and
safety at work applicable to all establishments
regardless the nature of their economic activity.
• Working Hours Act. No. 11.544/1929 regulates
working hours.
• Law No. 24,013 regulates temporary personnel
service companies and applicable fines for
improper registration of labor relationships.
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4. New Developments
Decree 1043/2018, published on November 13,
2018, provides that up to March 31, 2019, employers
in Argentina must follow a procedure before
dismissing, without justified cause, employees
hired under an indefinite term employment. The
employer must serve notice of that dismissal upon
the Ministry of Production and Labor of Argentina
no less than 10 business-days before the dismissal
becomes effective.
The Ministry of Production and Labor of Argentina
may, either on its own initiative or at the request
of any of the parties, request the employer and
the employee, together with the proper union
counseling, to attend, during that 10 day legal term,
at as many hearings as it may deem necessary to
discuss the conditions for the future dismissal.
Breach of this obligation may entail the imposition
of the penalties that may range between 25% up
to 200% of the minimum mandatory wage, that as
from December 1, 2018 is AR$ 11,300, currently
equal to US$290.
In October 2018, a Labor Court ordered several
bus companies to hire at least 30% of female
bus drivers. This percentage was determined in
accordance with the quota provided by union laws
for female union delegates.
In July 2018, the Ministry of Labor applied a USD
29M fine (one of the highest fines ever) to the
truck-drivers’ union (one of the strongest unions
in Argentina) based on the fact that the union had
not fulfilled the mandatory conciliation procedure
and continued to protest after the labor authorities
had called both parties to a mandatory conciliation
procedure. The union filed an appeal against the
fine and the Labor Court ratified the fine, though
reduced it, ruling that the fine should only be
calculated considering the union members that
actively participated in the protest and not the
total number of union members.
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iI. PRE-EMPLOYMENT
CONSIDERATIONS
1. Does a Foreign
Employer need to
Establish or Work
through a Local Entity
to Hire an Employee?
A foreign employer needs to establish a local
entity to hire an employee, in order to register the
employee before the local tax authorities and pay
local taxes and social security obligations.

2. Limitations on
Background Checks

3. Restrictions on
Application/Interview
Questions
Employers cannot include restrictions on
application that may entail any discrimination, such
as gender, age, political or religious beliefs and/or
marital status. Potential employees are not obliged
to provide background information due to the fact
that it is considered personal private information.
The employer is obligated to conduct preemployment medical examinations to determine
if the employee is fit to work and to determine
any prior health conditions at the beginning of the
labor relationship.

In Argentina, an employer cannot perform a
criminal background check on an employee,
either directly by the employer or by the use of a
vendor. Only the employee can obtain the criminal
background and then provide it to the employer.
This is established in section 8 subsection (f) of
the Criminal Records Register Act (Law No. 22,117)
which states that the Criminal Records Registry
will be confidential and may only provide reports
to: (i) the individuals who, by demonstrating the
existence of a legitimate interest, request a criminal
certification. Moreover, the Regulatory Decree No.
2004, states that the certificate must be requested
by the interested party personally or through his
legal representative. In addition, the Argentine
Data Protection Act establishes that personal data
referring to criminal records can be processed only
by the competent public authorities.
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iII. EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACTS
1. Minimum
Requirements
Written employment contracts are not required for
permanent, full-time employment relationships,
because labor laws are mandatory, very
comprehensive and rule almost every term of
the employment relationship. Labor laws only
require the employer to register the employee
in the company labor books and before the tax
authorities, pay social security and taxes in respect
to all salaries payable to the employee, and prepare
and deliver to the employee the correspondent
salary slips on a monthly basis. Employers must
also provide for mandatory life insurance as well as
working accident insurance for all employees.

2. Fixed-term/Openended Contracts
For a fixed-term contract:
• a written employment contract must be executed;
• it requires an extraordinary need that duly
justifies executing a fixed term contract
• there is a maximum term of 5 years;
• the employer must serve prior notice of
termination (no less than 1 month and no more
than 2 months). Failure in serving such notice
cannot be replaced by any compensation and
will automatically transform the contract into an
indefinite term contract;
• in case the employer dismisses an employee
without justified cause before the expiration of
the agreed term, the employee is entitled to claim
damages. Labor Courts have usually awarded
pending wages until the original expiration of the
agreed term;
• once the agreed term finalises, the employer
must pay a severance compensation equivalent

to 50% of a regular one; and a fixed term contract
has no trial period.
A temporary contract can be used when
extraordinary and transitory production demands
or requirements are foreseeable, although a
specific term for the contract termination cannot
be foreseen. The contract will also take place when
the relationship begins and ends with the specific
job execution or with the specific service for which
the employee was hired to execute. The guidelines
required by law are:
• there is no obligation to give any notice of
termination;
• no severance payments or compensations are
owed when the contract finishes;
• a written contract is required by law;
• the specific cause must be clearly described, as
the employer must prove the temporary nature
of the contract;
• no trial period is applicable;
• Law 24,013 caps the term of this contract to a
maximum term of 6 months per year and up to
12 months on a 3 year period; and
• it can be either provided directly by the employer
or through an employment agency authorised
by the Ministry of Labor. In this last case, the
company is jointly and severally liable with the
employment agency for any labor and social
security debts in connection with the employee
hired through an employment agency, including
payment of severance compensation.

3. Trial Period
Trial periods can be up to 3 months for indefinite
term contracts. Termination during the trial period
can be decided without paying any compensation
or severance payment liability for the employee
(except that a 15-day prior notice and the wages
are due).
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4. Notice Period
Employers must give a prior written notice to
the employee in the event of a termination of
employment with no justified cause. Such prior
notice must be given by the employer: (i) 15 days in
advance, if labor contract is under the trial period;
(ii) 1 month in advance, if employee has served for up
to 5 years; and (iii) 2 months in advance, if employee
has served for more than 5 years. Employer has the
option not to not give such prior notice, in which
case it must pay severance compensation in lieu of
notice, equal to 15 days salary, one or two monthly
salaries, depending each case. It is custom that
employers opt to pay this compensation instead of
giving prior notice.15 days prior notice is provided
to be given by the employee to the employer in
case he will resign to his/her job, without detriment
of his seniority. Decree 1043/2018, published on
November 13, 2018, provides that up to March
31, 2019, employers in Argentina must follow a
procedure before dismissing, without justified
cause, employees hired under an indefinite term
employment. The employer must serve notice of
that dismissal upon the Ministry of Production and
Labor of Argentina no less than 10 business-days
before the dismissal becomes effective.
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IV. WORKING
CONDITIONS
1. Minimum Working
Conditions
Employees are entitled to a minimum wage that
is adjusted from time to time. As from December
1, 2018, the minimum mandatory wage is AR$
11,300, currently equal to US$ 290. It will increase
to AR$ 11,900 (U$S 305) in March 2019 and up to
AR$ 12,500 (US$ 320) in June 2019.
However, the minimum wage is higher for
employees under collective bargaining agreements,
which are also granted periodic salary increases
agreed upon by unions and industry chambers.
Part time workers and internship can be paid less
salary, provided that they comply with the legal
requirements set forth for those relationships.
Employees are entitled to mandatory health
coverage and pension plan (funded through
mandatory social security contributions by both
employer and employee), paid vacations, 13th
salary and maximum working hours. They are
also entitled to paid sick leave. There are other
compulsory leaves of absence on the grounds of
childbirth, marriage, mourning or educational
examinations. Applicable collective bargain
agreements also provide additional pay leaves.

2. Salary
A minimum wage has been established and is
adjusted at intervals. However, said minimum
wage is generally exceeded by the basic salaries
established in the collective bargaining agreements.
Collective bargaining agreements are negotiated by
unions with the chambers that represent employers
of each industry. The provisions of a particular
collective bargaining agreement are mandatory by
law and regulated by law. A particular collective

bargaining agreement is applicable to all employees
working in activities such as industrial, commerce,
health, and others. In general, employees who
work as managers, supervisors or other hierarchy
positions are excluded from the legal framework of
the collective bargaining agreement. The consent
of the employee is not necessary since they are
automatically included in the collective bargaining
agreement just for working in a company under
a particular collective bargaining agreement.
Collective bargain agreements usually provide
benefits to employees on top of what is provided
for by Mexican employment and labor laws.

3. Maximum Working
Week
The normal working hours for employees and
workers are limited to 8 per day or 48 per week.
Night shift and unhealthy work provide reduced
working hours.

4. Overtime
Overtime is paid at a rate of 50% of the normal
pay, unless it is worked on Saturdays after 1 P.M.,
Sundays and holidays, in which case it is paid
at a rate of 100% of the normal pay. Applicable
Collective Bargain Agreements may provide higher
payments. Overtime must not exceed 3 hours
per day, 30 hours a month and 200 hours a year.
All employees are entitled to overtime payment,
except corporate directors or corporate managers
registered as such before the Office of Corporations
(Register of Commerce). Part time employees
cannot perform overtime work.
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5. Health and Safety in
the Workplace
a. Employer’s Obligation to
Provide a Healthy and Safe
Workplace
Employers are obliged to grant mandatory life
insurance and working accident insurance to
employees. Employers are also obliged to provide
a healthy and safe workplace (both physical and
psychological), in compliance with   the labor
authorities’ instructions, as well as the working
insurance instructions. Employers, in certain
industries, must provide employees clothing
working tools and protection equipment, as well as
have preventive actions to prevent accidents, and
regular medical examinations.

b. Complaint Procedures
Employees may file a petition before the union
and/or the labor authorities complaining about
the breach of health and safety obligations by
employer. The labor authorities may inspect the
workplace at any time and order the employer to
remedy any breach and impose fines.  
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V. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
LAWS
1. Brief Description of
Anti-Discrimination
Laws
Labor Law 20,744 as well as Law No. 23,592 and
international treaties entered by Argentina prohibit
discrimination. If an employee is discriminated
against because of race, religion, age, gender,
disability or political or union activities, the
employer’s action can be declared null or void and
the employer can be ordered to both reinstate the
dismissed employee and compensate the employee
for any damages caused. As far as labor conditions
are concerned, the law obliges the employer to
give the same benefits/salary to employees within
the same category and seniority.

2. Extent of Protection
Different conditions granted by the employer
to the employees must be justified in objective
parameters (seniority, job position, responsibilities
and performance). The employer is obliged to keep
a safe working environment, including preventing
and protecting employees against physical and
psychological damages caused by discrimination.
The employer could not only be ordered to
protect an employee, but can also be held liable
for any damages suffered by the employee due to
discrimination.

3. Protections against
Harassment
The employer is obliged to keep a safe working
environment, including preventing and protecting
employees against harassment. The employer
could not only be ordered to protect the employee

but can also be held liable for any damages suffered
by employees due to harassment.

4. Employer’s
Obligation to
Provide Reasonable
Accommodations
Employers are obliged to provide reasonable
access to disable employees, such as employees in
wheelchairs.

5. Remedies
Employees that are discriminated against can claim
unequal treatment, claiming payment of salary
differences or to be granted the same benefits.
In case of termination due to discrimination the
employee is entitled to claim tort damages and even
reinstallation at work and that the discriminative
act is declared null and void.
Additional severance is provided for dismissed
employees recently married or pregnant. Union
delegates cannot be dismissed while they hold
office and for one year thereafter. In the case
of dismissal, the union delegate may claim
the reinstatement or consider himself/herself
dismissed in a constructive basis and claim payment
of severance compensation plus pending salaries
until the expiration of his period, plus additional
severance equal to 13 salaries.
In case of dismissal of a sick employee, employees
can either claim reinstatement or be paid severance
compensation, plus the pending salaries until
the expiration of the paid sick license, plus tort
damages.
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6. Other Requirements
In recent case law, a labor court ordered a
transportation company to hire at least 30% of
female bus drivers. This percentage was determined
in accordance to the quota provided by union laws
for female union delegates.
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VI. SOCIAL MEDIA AND
DATA PRIVACY
1. Restrictions in the
Workplace
Employers can restrict the employees’ Internet
use and/or social media use during working hours,
instructing employees that it can only be used for
labor purposes.

a. Can the employer monitor,
access, review the employee’s
electronic communications?
Employers can monitor, access and review
only labor/corporate employees’ electronic
communications, provided that the employee is
notified in advance (by signing a corporate policy
in that respect) that the electronic communications
are to be used only for working purposes and can
be monitored and therefore, the employee should
have no expectation of privacy.

2. Employee’s Use
of Social Media
to Disparage the
Employer or Divulge
Confidential
Information
Provided that the employees have signed a copy of
the company´s policy for the use of social media and
provided that employer can prove the employee´s
breach and the damage to the employer, employees
that do not follow the social media policy can be
subject to disciplinary sanctions. Employees that
divulge confidential information can also be subject
to disciplinary sanctions or dismissed with justified
cause, depending the seriousness of the fault and
the seniority and prior sanctions of the employee.  
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VII. AUTHORISATIONS FOR
FOREIGN EMPLOYEES
Requirement for
Foreign Employees to
Work
There is no restriction regarding the employment
of foreigners in Argentina. Requirements differ
if the employee´s nationality is from a country
of Mercosur or affiliated to Mercosur (Uruguay,
Paraguay, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Chile,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia and Perú) or other
countries. Employees that are not nationals of a
country member of the Mercosur, or affiliated to
Mercosur, are required to obtain a working visa
to work under an employment relationship in
Argentina. Employers must first register before a
registry of employers that hire foreigners. In order
to obtain a working visa, the employee should
be registered as an employee of a local company
in Argentina. All foreigners have to file a criminal
records certificate dully legalized from the country
or countries where they have been living in the last
3 years as well as from Argentina.  
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VIII. TERMINATION OF
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
1. Grounds for
Termination
Employers can terminate employment at any time
without justified cause, subject to payment of
severance compensation provided by labor laws.
Employees on a trial period, i.e. during the first
three months of employment, are not entitled
to severance compensation, exception made to
prior notice (15 days). Termination of employment
with justified cause does not entail payment of
severance compensation.
The employer can dismiss an employee with
justified cause in the event of failure of the
employee to fulfil his obligations which, by their
gravity, do not consent to the continuation of the
relationship. Labor laws do not list specific breaches
that justify dismissal and should be analyzed on a
case by case basis. The employer has the burden of
proving the cause of dismissal. The employee can
also challenge any dismissal with justified cause
decided by employer, in which case a Labor Court
will decide if the employer had a justified cause for
dismissal. Labor Courts are very restrictive at the
time of evaluating if the cause dismissal meets the
legal standards in order to be considered justified.
Labor Courts usually analyze if employee has prior
disciplinary sanctions also provided by labor laws,
the employee´s seniority and hierarchy.
An employee can also resign, in which case, no
severance compensation is payable. The employee
can consider himself dismissed in constructive
basis due to a breach of employer, by its gravity, do
not consent to the continuation of the relationship,
in which case a Labor Court will decide if the
employee had a justified cause for constructive
dismissal. Lastly, employment can terminate due to
the fact that the employee retires at the time he/

she is granted the governmental pension plan. No
severance compensation is payable in that case.  

2. Collective Dismissals
The company has to go through a mandatory
conciliation procedure before the Ministry of Labor
prior to dismiss a certain minimum number of
employees provided in Law 24,013, as described
above:
• When the company has less than 400 employees
and the company will dismiss more than a 15% of
the total payroll;
• When the company has between 400 and 1,000
employees and the company will dismiss more
than a 10% of the total payroll;
• When the company has more than 1,000
employees and the company will dismiss more
than a 5% of the total payroll.

3. Individual Dismissals
Employer can terminate employment at any time
without justified cause, subject to payment of
severance compensation provided by labor laws.
Union delegates are protected and therefore,
cannot be dismissed during their term and one
year afterwards. In case of dismissal of pregnant
or married employees or sick employees, among
other cases, additional severance compensation is
payable.
Employers have to serve notice of termination in
written and through a notary public or certified
letter of all dismissals. Resignation has to be
made in written and the employee has to send a
telegram from the official postal company (Correo
Argentino).
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a. Is severance pay required?
In case of termination of employment without
justified cause, the employer must pay the
employee mandatory severance compensation
provided by law within 4 days after serving notice
of termination, as follows:
Seniority compensation: equivalent to the best
monthly salary for each year of employment or
period exceeding 3 months, taking as a basis
the best monthly, regular and ordinary salary,
accrued during the last working year. Such basis
has a maximum ceiling amount provided by the
applicable bargaining agreement (3 times the
average of all wages provided by such collective
bargaining agreement) and a minimum cap
amount (one employee’s gross monthly salary).
The Supreme Court ruled that said ceiling must not
imply a reduction of more than 33% of the best
monthly salary basis.
Compensation in lieu of notice: The employer
must give a prior written notice to the employee
in the event of a termination of employment with
no justified cause. Such prior notice must be given
by the employer: (i) 15 days in advance, if the labor
contract is under the trial period; (ii) 1 month in
advance, if the employee has served for up to 5
years; and (iii) 2 months in advance, if employee
has served for more than 5 years. If the employer
does not give such prior notice, it must pay this
severance compensation in lieu of notice, equal
to 15 days salary, one or two monthly salaries,
depending each case. It is custom that employers
opt to pay this compensation instead of giving prior
notice.
Pending days till the end of the month: If the
dismissal does not take place in the last day of the
month, the employer must pay a compensation
equal to the proportional salary for the pending
days to complete the entire month in which the
dismissal took place.
Compensation for unused vacations: The employee
is entitled to compensation equal to the vacation
pay in proportion to the days effectively worked of
the year in which the dismissal took place.
Statutory Annual Bonus: The employee is entitled
to the proportional amount of this 13th salary.

The severance compensation is reduced by one
half if the labor relationship ends as a result of the
employee’s death. Additional severance (equal
to 13 monthly salaries) must be paid in case of
termination without justified cause of a pregnant
employee (during pregnancy and up to 7.5 months
after giving birth) or an employee that has been
married (and is fired within 3 months prior to the
marriage or 6 months after the marriage). If the
employee is dismissed during her or his paid sick
leave, the employee is entitled to claim the months
remaining to complete the paid leave provided by
law plus moral damages. The employee may claim
payment of certain labor fines provided in his/her
favor that may significantly increase the severance
payable, in the event he/she proves his labor
relationship or salary was not duly registered.

4. Separation
Agreements
a. Is a Separation Agreement
required or considered best
practice?
No separation agreement is required. The
advantages of a separation agreement should be
analyzed on a case by case basis, depending on
the amount to be paid to the employee and the
employer´s exposure. In certain occasions, it is best
practice to attend to the Ministry of Labor after
termination of employment to sign a settlement
agreement to be approved by such authority,
which is the only binding agreement (res judicata)
and valid waiver according to local labor laws. Any
other agreement will not preclude the employee to
collect any amount and file a claim (even if a waiver
provision is included), in which case, any amounts
paid in connection with the agreement, may be
offset in against eventual amounts awarded by a
court.

b. What are the standard
provisions of a Separation
Agreement?
Both parties must attend to the Ministry of Labor
counseled by a lawyer. A settlement payment
should always be included, without acknowledging
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any facts or rights and subject to the prior approval
of the agreement by the Ministry of Labor. A
confidentially provision, as well as a broad waiver,
are also standard. Lastly, a provision stating that the
amount payable due to the separation agreement
should be offset against any eventual future claim
or amount awarded to the employee by a court.

c. Does the age of the
employee make a difference?
In principal the age of the employee does not
make a difference, but when employees reach 70
years old and have 30 years of contributions to
the social security system, the employer is entitled
to demand the employee begin the process to
obtain retirement and the governmental pension
plan. The employer must serve notice to the
employee of these circumstances and demand the
employee to start the process. The employer must
also deliver previously to the employee the labor
certificates and verify that the employee is eligible
for retirement.
Once the employer has served notice and deliver
the labor certificates, the employer is obliged to
maintain the labor relationship with the employee
(and pay salaries and all benefits) until either the
employee obtains retirement, or for a period of
one year since the employee was served notice
(whatever occurs first). Once the employee obtains
retirement or the one year period has expired
(whatever occurs first), the employer is entitled
to terminate the employment relationship due to
retirement of the employee, without paying any
severance compensation to the employee.

d. Are there additional
provisions to consider?
In some cases, parties agree that (i) the employee
returns all work equipment or tools of the
company; (ii) the employee resigns to any board
of directors or legal representative position; (iii)
the employer pays employee medical coverage for
a limited period of time after termination; (iv) the
employer pays proportional bonus or stock option;
(v) the employer transfers the company´s car to the
employee; (vi) the employee returns the company´s
car; and/or (vii) no compete provisions.

5. Remedies for
employee seeking to
challenge wrongful
termination
The employee can challenge dismissal with
justified cause by claiming payment of severance
compensation for dismissal without justified
cause plus a fine in his favor equal to 50% of that
severance compensation (plus interest and legal
fees), in which case a Labor Court will decide if the
employer had a justified cause for dismissal.  The
employer has the burden of proving the cause of
dismissal.
The employee can also claim payment of
severance differences alleging that the severance
compensation was not properly calculated, as
well as certain fines provided in his/her favor for
improper registration of salary or entry date, in
which case a Labor Court will decide if the employer
correctly paid salaries and severance compensation
as well as properly registered the employee´s labor
relationship and salary.
The employee must go through a mandatory
conciliation procedure prior to filing a court claim.
Parties must attend hearings before a conciliation
appointed by the Ministry of Labor to explore a
settlement.

6. Whistleblower Laws
Argentine criminal laws provide reduction of
penalties for whistleblowers in respect to crimes
against the public administration (corruption and
fraud against public administration), customs
criminal offenses, economic and financial crimes,
drug trafficking, terrorism, human trafficking and
money laundering, among others. These laws also
provide a reduction of penalties to be imposed
on companies for crimes committed by their
employees or officers, provided that the company
has set forth a compliance policy that includes,
among others, the company´s protection to
whistleblowers against retaliation.   
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IX. RESTRICTIVE
COVENANTS
1. Definition of
Restrictive Covenants
During the employment relationship, employees
are obliged in respect to employer´s intellectual
property, confidentiality and no competition. There
are no specific laws about restrictive covenants
after termination of employment. However, the
Constitution provides freedom of work, which
means that the employee may challenge any
non-compete or non-solicitation provisions after
termination of employment.

2. Types of Restrictive
Covenants
a. Non-Compete Clauses
The employee is obliged by labor laws not to compete
with employee during the labor relationship.  Labor
Courts have ruled that non-compete provisions
after termination are only permissible if they are
limited in time (maximum 2 years, in exceptional
cases can be exceeded) and compensated (at
least 50% of monthly salary approx.). Failure to
follow these requirements will turn a non-compete
provision null and unenforceable.

b. Non-solicitation of
customers
The employee is bound during the labor
relationship. After termination, it will be analyzed
as a non-compete provision as mentioned before.

c. Non-solicitation of
employees
Non-solicitation of employees in unenforceable
in Argentina due to the employee´s constitutional
right of freedom to work.

3. Enforcement
of Restrictive
Covenants—process
and remedies
Non-compete or non-solicitation of customers
covenants after termination of the labor relationship
must comply with specific requirements to be
enforceable. The provision should be limited in
time (maximum 2 years), compensated (at least
50% of monthly salary approx.) and clearly outlined
the geographical and industry/companies scope.    

4. Use and Limitations
of Garden Leave
(definition and
applicability)
Labor laws have no specific provision regarding
garden leave. Employers cannot force employees to
take garden leave (paid leave), since the employer
is obliged to give work to the employee. However,
the employee can accept the garden leave, in
which case the employee must be paid his salary
and benefits in full, as if he was working.
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X. TRANSFER OF
UNDERTAKINGS
1. Employees’ Rights in
Case of a Transfer of
Undertaking

2. Requirements for
Predecessor and
Successor Parties

In case of a transfer of undertaking, employees
are transferred as a matter of law, and consent
of the employees is not required, and no notice
is required. The new employer must maintain the
employee’s work category, benefits, rights, salaries
and seniority acquired with the prior employer
or the terms of employment may change only for
the benefit of the employee. All liabilities of the
in-scope employees transfer automatically to the
new employer. The employee may consider himself
dismissed in constructive basis, by reason of the
transfer, if the terms of employment are changed
to the detriment of the employee or he suffers any
damage due to the transfer.

The prior employer will be jointly liable with new
employer for any labor and social security debts
arising out of the employment before the date
of transfer. The new employer becomes solely
liable for those debts generated after the transfer.  
There is no legal obligation to inform, consult or
require authorization of trade union/employee
representatives or labor authorities.

In case of assignment of personnel that does not
entail a transfer of undertaking, the employee must
give his/her prior written consent and the new
employer must maintain the employee’s working
conditions. All liabilities of the in-scope employees
transfer automatically to the new employer, as in
the transfer of undertaking.
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XI. TRADE UNIONS AND
EMPLOYERS ASSOCIATIONS
1. Brief Description
of Employees’
and Employers’
Associations
In Argentina, there are currently trade unions and
employers’ associations that represent all types
of activities. Employees have the right to organize
themselves into unions.   Affiliation to unions by
employees is not mandatory. The employee is
free to decide whether to affiliate or not to the
union. The Government grants official recognition
only to the most representative union. This is the
only union that can represent the employees in
collective bargaining agreements.
Union delegates are protected by law. They cannot
be demoted, sanctioned, suspended, changed
the terms and conditions of employment in their
detriment, nor dismissed without justified cause
while they act as delegates and until one year
after their term expires. In order for an employer
to apply a disciplinary sanction, suspend or dismiss
with justified cause a union delegate during the
protection term, the employer must seek the prior
authorization of a labor court. The same protection
is granted to employees that run as candidates for
union delegates but are not elected and until 6
months after the election.

2. Rights and
Importance of Trade
Unions
Argentina has ratified ILO Convention # 87 that
establishes that workers and employers, without
distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to
establish and to join organizations of their own

choosing. It also provides that workers’ and
employers’ organizations shall have the right to
draw up their constitutions and rules, to elect their
representatives in full freedom and to organize
their administration and activities. It also sets forth
that workers’ and employers’ organizations shall
have the right to establish and join federations and
confederations and any such organization.
Section 14 bis of the Argentine Constitution
provides that the Government must guarantee free
and democratic unions and that unions have the
right to execute collective bargaining agreements,
file conciliation procedures and call a strike.
Law 23,551 provides freedom of association right to
unions, the right to organize, meet, file petitions to
the authorities, freedom of affiliation for workers,
requirements for union delegates, minimum union
delegates per company and protection of union
delegates. It also provides that the union that has
been granted official recognition by the government
as the only one that can represent the employees
and engage in collective bargaining agreements.
Union delegates from the union that has been
granted official recognition by the government are
protected by this law. They cannot be demoted,
sanctioned, suspended, changed the terms and
conditions of employment in their detriment nor
dismissed without justified cause while they act as
delegates and until one year after their term expires.
In order for an employer to apply a disciplinary
sanction, suspend or dismiss with justified cause a
union delegate, the employer must seek the prior
authorization of a labor court. In case the employer
breaches this protection, the union delegate may
claim his reinstatement or payment of severance
compensation for dismissal, payment of pending
salaries until the expiration of his term, plus moral
damages and additional severance equal to 13
monthly salaries. The same protection is granted
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to employees that run as candidates for union
delegates but are not elected and until 6 months
after the election.

3. Types of
Representation
a. Number of Representatives
Law 23,551 provides the minimum number of
union delegates in respect to the employees of the
company:
• from 10 to 50 employees: 1 union delegate.
• from 51 to 100 employees: 2 union delegates.
• more than 101 employees: an additional
representative every 100 employees.
Applicable collective bargain agreements may
provide a higher number.

b. Appointment of
Representatives
The union delegates are chosen by free and
democratic vote of all employees, affiliated and
non-affiliated. 30% of the candidates must be
women. Unions must inform the employer of the
name of the candidates that will run as candidates
as well as the one that is elected.

5. Employees’
Representation in
Management
Management can organize their own union,
separate from the union of non-management
employees

6. Other Types
of Employee
Representative Bodies
Labor Laws also allow the existence of other
unions that are not officially recognized as
the most representative union (referred to as
“simply registered unions” before the Ministry
of Labor) and therefore, cannot represent the
employees in collective bargaining agreements.
They can represent employees in other collective
claims and file petitions to the labor authorities
alleging employer´s breaches to labor laws. The
Supreme Court and Labor Courts have ruled that
the union delegates of simply registered unions
are also protected against demotion, sanctions,
suspensions, change of the terms and conditions
of employment in their detriment and dismissal
without justified cause.

4. Tasks and
Obligations of
Representatives
The main tasks of the union delegate are: (i)
to represent and make petitions representing
individual workers; (ii) to verify compliance of labor
laws and collective bargain agreements in respect
to workers; (iii) to participate in any inspection
carried on by the labor authorities; (iv) to organize
and conduct meetings; (v) to educate and instruct
individual workers.
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XII. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1. Social Security

3. Required Leave

All employees are covered by a national retirement
pension scheme funded through mandatory
contributions by both employer and employee. It is
paid by the employee through withholdings of their
gross salary and by the employer through fixed
contributions, with each calculated as a percentage
of the employee´s salary. Employees are eligible for
retirement and collect governmental pension when
they reach retirement age (65 years for men and
60 years for women) and have made contributions
to this system for 30 years. Employers can only
demand employees to obtain retirement when they  
reach 70 years old and have made contributions to
this system for 30 years.

a. Holidays and Annual Leave

2. Healthcare and
Insurances
Health care schemes exist for all employees,
entitling them to free medical treatment and
hospital care. These are funded through employer
contributions and employee withholdings, both a
percentage of the employee´s salary.   Employers
must obtain a mandatory insurance that covers
the employee’s death, illness or disability in
connection to work. Employers must engage
insurance contracts through authorized insurance
companies. Such entities are obliged to provide
financial and medical assistance to the injured
employees. For this provision and coverage, the
employer must pay a monthly contribution. Only
the accidents in connection with labor duties and a
restricted list of occupational diseases are covered
by this insurance. During the insurance assistance,
the worker is entitled to receive medical assistance
and medications, prostheses and orthopedic items,
if required. Burial expenses are also included.
The employer must also provide mandatory life
insurance for his employees, payable by the
employer through monthly contributions. Keep in
mind that applicable collective bargain agreements
might set forth other additional insurances.

Employees are entitled to an annual paid vacation
period. Vacations are compulsory and the employer
must grant them between October 1 and April 30
as follows:
• up to 5 years of service: 14 calendar days.
• between 5 and 10 years of service: 21 calendar
days.
• between 10 and 20 years of service: 28 calendar
days.
• over 20 years of service: 35 calendar days.
The parties may always agree to a longer period
than the one provided by law but may not agree on
a shorter period.
National holidays must be observed, and the
corresponding salary should be paid twice
whenever services are actually performed during
those days.

b. Maternity / Paternity Leave
Female employees are entitled to 90 days’ paid
maternity leave. This is usually taken in the 45 days
before giving birth and the 45 days afterwards.
However, the employee can instead choose to take
30 days’ leave before giving birth and 60 days’ leave
afterwards. Leave is paid by the social security
system as a family allowance. Female employees
can request additional unpaid leave between
three and six months. While a newborn baby is
breastfeeding, a female employee can take two
half-hour periods a day to feed her baby, for up to
one year after the birth. Paternity leave is 2 days.

c. Sickness Leave
In the event of sickness leave or injury related to
work, the employer must pay the employee’s salary
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for the first fifteen days. After the fifteenth day, the
working insurance company will pay the sick leave
to the employee. In respect to accidents or illnesses
not related to work, employees that have served
for up to 5 years are entitled to 3 months of paid
sick leave. If the employee has a family, the paid
sick leave is 6 months. For those employees that
have served for more than 5 years, the paid sick
leave is 6 months and if the employee has a family,
the paid sick leave is 12 months. These paid sick
leaves, since they are not related to work, are not
covered by any insurance nor by the government,
and are paid by the employer. The employer is
entitled to demand the employee to attend to a
medical doctor, appointed by employer, to verify
that the employee is actually ill and in no condition
to work. Once the paid sick leave term has elapsed,
in case the employee is not able to return to work,
the employer is obliged to keep the employee on
its payroll as in leave, but without paying any salary
to him/her for up to twelve more months.

d. Disability Leave
In the event of sickness leave or injury related to
work, employers must pay the employee’s salary
for the first fifteen days. After the fifteenth day, the
working insurance company will pay the sick leave
to the employee. In respect to accidents or illnesses
not related to work, once the paid sick leave term
has elapsed, in case the employee is not able to
return to work, the employer is obliged to keep
the employee on its payroll as in leave, but without
paying any salary to him/her, for up to twelve
more months. In case that, during that term, the
employee has a permanent disability making him/
her unable to perform the same work, the employer
is obliged to give him/her work in accordance with
his disability. If the employer can prove that he
is not able to provide the employee with work in
accordance with the employee’s disability, the
employer can terminate the employment by paying
50% of the severance compensation provided for
in dismissal without justified cause. In case of total
permanent disability, the employer must pay 100%
of the severance compensation provided for in a
dismissal without justified cause.

e. Any Other Required or
Typically Provided Leave(s)
Labor laws also provide leaves of absence on the
grounds of marriage (10 days), mourning (3 days) or
educational examinations (2 days per exam and up
to 10 days per year). Applicable collective bargain
agreements usually provide for other leaves or
additional days to these leaves.

4. Pensions: Mandatory
and Typically Provided
Employees are entitled to collect a mandatory
pension when they reach retirement age (65 years
for men and 60 years for women) and have made
contributions to this system for 30 years. Employers
can only demand employees to obtain retirement
when they reach 70 years old and have made
contributions to this system for 30 years.

5. Any Other Required
or Typically Provided
Benefits
Employees under a collective bargain agreement for
commercial activities are entitled to a retirement
insurance.

Nicolás Grandi, Partner
Allende & Brea
ng@allendebrea.com.ar
+54 11 4318-9984
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ALLENDE & BREA

L&E GLOBAL argentina
Allende & Brea is one of the preeminent law firms
in Argentina; it was founded in 1957, and enjoys a
long-established reputation for superior legal work.
Allende & Brea’s employment department provide
day to day labor advice, as well as complex labor
litigation advice to international companies from
many different industry sectors.   Our team has also
solid experience in providing advice on labor M&A,
immigration and data protection matters, compliance,
discrimination, drafting employment contracts and
benefit plans (bonus, stock options, restricted shares,
car and mobile phone policies, among others),
identifying labor liabilities and risks, severance
compensation calculation and its tax treatment,
individual and massive dismissals, top executives
dismissals and claims, collective bargaining, expatriate
regime, transfer of employees, obtaining working visa,
advising on matters related to e-mail use at work,
e-mail monitoring and privacy policies dealing with
internet use at work, codes of conduct, among others.  
Allende & Brea´s employment department is ranked
in Chambers & Partners and Legal 500 Latin America.

Contact Us

For more information about L&E Global, or an initial
consultation, please contact one of our member
firms or our corporate office. We look forward to
speaking with you.
L&E Global
Avenue Louise 221
B-1050, Brussels
Belgium
+32 2 64 32 633
www.leglobal.org

This memorandum has been provided by:
Allende & Brea
Maipú 1300, Piso 11, C1006ACT,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
P +54 11 4318-9984  
www.allendebrea.com
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This publication may not deal with every topic within its scope
nor cover every aspect of the topics with which it deals. It
is not designed to provide legal or other advice with regard
to any specific case. Nothing stated in this document should
be treated as an authoritative statement of the law on any
particular aspect or in any specific case. Action should not
be taken on this document alone. For specific advice, please
contact a specialist at one of our member firms or the firm
that authored this publication. The content is based on the
law as of 2017.
L&E Global CVBA is a civil company under Belgian Law that
coordinates an alliance of independent member firms. L&E
Global provides no client services. Such services are solely
provided by the member firms in their respective jurisdictions.
In certain circumstances, L&E Global is used as a brand or
business name in relation to and by some or all of the member
firms.
L&E Global CVBA and its member firms are legally distinct and
separate entities. They do not have, and nothing contained
herein shall be construed to place these entities in, the
relationship of parents, subsidiaries, agents, partners or joint
ventures. No member firm, nor the firm which authored this
publication, has any authority (actual, apparent, implied or
otherwise) to bind L&E Global CVBA or any member firm in
any manner whatsoever.
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